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About This Game

Gladiator: Blades of Fury is a melee combat action fighting game set during the medieval period. Players can play as a gladiator
from four different clans, namely the Barbarians, the Assassins, the Knights, and the Dwarves. All heroes are unique and have

their own weapons, skills, and fighting styles.

Test your combat skills in the tournament mode and claim the ultimate price, to be crowned the champion gladiator. The
thrilling quick match mode allows you to play and practice a quick game to sharpen your skills. Explore different environments

while you learn the art of combat.

Features:
1. Players can choose up to 20 heroes with different fighting styles.

2. 4 Fighting clans, namely Barbarians, Assassins, Knights, and the Dwarves.
3. 7 Environments to choose from.

4. Realistic fighting experience with awesome graphics
5. 3 difficulty levels and 2 different play modes

5. Perform weapon combos, slow-motion moves to fight and win the tournament.
6. Multi-language support, English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Japanese, Chinese, Russian and Dutch.

7. Tested successfully on Windows 7 & above.
8. Multiplayer support in the game.
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Title: Gladiator: Blades of Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core i3 515 7U

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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This game is worth picking up for the sick beats alone. Gameplay is cool aswell. Addicting. Rage.. This is a weak thumbs up. A
modern take on old catridge game difficulty platformers. 1 hit deaths with difficult platforming. This game is quite difficult,
and unfortunately has some flaws in that regard, the later levels being ridiculously harder to the point of frustration

Pro:
Good art
Enjoyable gameplay

Cons:
Offscreen projectiles
Difficulty spikes. I love it! At first I had problems getting it to work, but after I fixed the screen resolution, there were no more
problems. Lovely, fun, a bit time consuming. I would totally recomend it to other people. I mean, I'm 22 years old and I STILL
love it!. Like the other reviews state, for an early access game it is pretty damn good, it mixes some isaac and nuclear throne
mechanics together and does this pretty well.

Graphics look good (Pixel <3), sound is good, controls are good and responsive and the music is good.

Currently the game has 3 playable character each with their own little special trait, such as increased fire rate, 1 more hp and
move speed.

During the game you will unlock items that grant you some special abilities just like in isaac you will also pick up different
weapons like in nuclear throne, and like in nuclear throne your weapons need ammo, run out of ammo and you will have to drop
the weapon you are currently wielding and use your infinite ammo low dmg pistol.

So far I have encountered 3 types of weapons energy, shell and bullet based, what those weapons are you will have to go and
explore, at first the game might feel easy, but it has a learning curve.

Would I recommend this game? YES! A million times YES!. This game was very enjoyable when people actually played it,
unfortunately It's dead now. The outcome of the game really surprised me. i won't tell what happened because that would
obviously spoil the story.

It's a really short game, but enjoyable dialogues. You get it for free.

Also I've got the DLC in a bundle, so nothing to complain about. I also managed to get 100% of the achievements in less than 1
hour. You should definitely play this if you intend to improve your game completion rate :).

Also there's really no difficulty in it since it's a visual novel. Requires 3 playthroughs to unlock all story elements and all
achivements, still takes well under 1 hour.
. I Like this route but for the wrong reasons ... Firstly its a great Green era stock pack, with a mix of rejigged old kuju classics
and some revamped IHH stuff all good for AI, Nothing in it is very new but its all presented in one place, useful with software
that requires DLC investments in the \u00a3100s to reach prototypical stock variation. For this reason I suspect WD & TD will
become a key component is scenarios much like S2C has, basicly it represents massive value for money. (although its odd that
the passenger coaches livery belongs to an entiely different era to everything else.)

As for the route itself its an extensive network, it should all tick the right boxes but i got tired of it after only making a couple of
scenarios, I think it boils down to the low speeds coupled with the low scenary density, the challenge is staying awake and any
scenarios you make which give you the chance to explore take a little too long to be practical ... what it did do is remind me that
i had neglected WLoS very much and it sparked a renassance for me of new WLoS scenarios ... I suspect this will be a slow
burner for me, I'll rediscover it in a few years and wonder why I didnt bother with it much, I will let it mature until then ....

Yes get this but its a long term affair with a classy but slightly dull route, dont expect a short dirty one night stand with an
exciting route that will probably give you a case of the lag spikes.. My Grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 10 years
old when my mother said to him, "if you ever want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have to stop immediately.". Tears
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welled up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake. He gave it up immediately. Three years later he died of lung
cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me - "Don't ever smoke. Please don't put your family through
what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 17, I have never touched a cigarette. I must say, I feel a very slight sense of
regret for never having done it, because this game gave me cancer anyways.. it is a short game, it is nice to kill a few minutes
but honestly there isn't much to it and it gives more questions than it entirely answers, obviously you can figure out most of it
with all the clues but not much is actually explained in a concrete way
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If you are no good at voice acting, and can't afford to get proper voice actors, then just leave the voices out completely; it's fine,
the old games that this one claims to be inspired by didn't have voice overs anyway.

I wasn't impressed by this game in any way. The visuals are not bad but the gameplay is basic and takes far too many cues from
'rage' games, throwing enemies and pitfalls at the player that they couldn't reasonably be expected to avoid without prior
knowledge. The level design is run-of-the-mill and requires pixel perfect positioning to avoid damage from enemy attacks.

Overall I just didn't find the game rewarding or enjoyable; I was sick of it within 20 minutes. There are plenty of these 'retro
inspired' platformers on Steam and most of them are better and cheaper than this. Go play one of those instead.. Is pop culture
references enough to carry a game?
... eh... not really....

Check out the review.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZhMkCqi3bA
. After spending 1.5 hours on a project and "saved" it multiple times, there's nothing to load... are you guys really calling a print
screen "save"? because when you press save it gives you the option to take a photo, (for the Thumbnail I thought...) but nope...
there's nothing there, not even the "screenshots" I took.

after encountering tons of bugs, specially with building walls and snapping to stupid places, no object resize, no 3D skyboxes
once inside the model (the windows show you the studio where you're working) no ruler option (if you want to build a
perpendicular wall with precision you have to build another wall on top of a wall to have the measures show up) all this and
much more bugs and annoyances, and in the end you can't even save!? what a mess dude... stay away from this

. Love the originals, so bought this soley for that fact. Its too clunky and needs to be refined, the concept is cool but i just
struggle with it, not fluid enogh for a side scrolling beat em up. I always come back to this game after months or years of
playing other stuff. And as always it leads to late nights of lost sleep and ONE.MORE.TURN. mentalities. Worth your money..
Dr. Green ends up being wasted potential filled with a frustrating mess of glitches. It could've been a hidden gem of arcady
platforming\/gunning goodness. But sadly, it's not.

2\u00bd out of 5 stars.. If it wouldn't crash so frequently I'd say it's almost worth \u20ac2. It crashes very often.

Will give it a thumbs up if crashes go away.. Very interesting puzzle game.
Main goal - to save the dodos from the certain death, but you can't control them - they are running forward, dying from savages,
thorns and other dangers of this wild world. Also you cannot use some magical items to solve that puzzles. But there is a
interesting way for doing this.
The game's screen splitted into a number of squire blocks, usually in 3x3 grid. Each block have some "terrain" piece in it, and
the lines of blocks are "circled": if the dodo will run to the left it will appear from the right side, if the savage will fall down - it
will continue his falling from the up.
Player have ability to rotate this lines of blocks vertically or horisontally, changing landscape of the mission. Sounds simple, but
some mission are quite challenging. I cleared only first word so far, but it was fun.

So the game is:
- fun;
- cheap;
- have cards;
- have active support;
- have good achievments (not that "win that boring campaing by all the races" from DoW2")
and worth it full price.
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